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Abstract. The python program ARIADNE is a tool developed for evaluators to estimate detailed uncertainties
and covariances for experimental data in a consistent and efﬁcient manner. Currently, it is designed to aid in the
uncertainty quantiﬁcation of prompt ﬁssion neutron spectra, and was employed to estimate experimental
covariances for CIELO and ENDF/B-VIII.0 evaluations. It provides a streamlined way to estimate detailed
covariances by (1) implementing uncertainty quantiﬁcation algorithms speciﬁc to the observables, (2) deﬁning
input quantities for typically encountered uncertainty sources and correlation shapes, and (3) automatically
generating plots of data, uncertainties and correlations, GND formatted XML and plain text output ﬁles.
Covariances of the same and between different datasets can be estimated, and tools are provided to assemble a
database of experimental data and covariances for an evaluation based on ARIADNE outputs. The underlying
IPython notebook ﬁles can be easily stored, including all assumptions on uncertainties, leading to more
reproducible inputs for nuclear data evaluations. Here, the key inputs and outputs are shown along with a
representative example for the current version of ARIADNE to illustrate its usability and to open a discussion on
how it could address further needs of the nuclear data evaluation community.

1 Introduction
At the “CW2017” workshop, progress on covariance
estimation for and evaluation of prompt ﬁssion neutron
spectra (PFNS) was shown. One key point was that
estimating experimental covariances in detail versus
extracting total uncertainties from EXFOR [1,2] and using
simplifying assumptions for the total correlations may
results in signiﬁcantly different evaluated PFNS, benchmark calculations and associated uncertainties. For
instance, the effective multiplication factor, keff, of the
Jezebel critical assembly changes by nearly 200 pcm if a
detailed versus a simpliﬁed experimental covariance
matrix is used as input for an evaluation of the 239Pu
PFNS induced by neutrons of 500 keV [3]. This change is
signiﬁcant, given that a difference of 270 pcm in keff of a
Plutonium system can lead from a controlled to an
uncontrolled reaction.
Given that a detailed uncertainty estimate for experimental data may signiﬁcantly impact evaluations and
application calculations, the python program ARIADNE
was developed to estimate experimental covariances for
evaluation purposes in detail in a consistent and streamlined
manner. This program was developed concurrently and
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partially in support of work for the IAEA coordinated
research project on PFNS [4], and was subsequently used
to provide input for CIELO [5] and ENDF/B-VIII.0 [6]
235
U PFNS evaluations [7]. ARIADNE was designed such
that documenting the experimental covariances is straightforward. All assumptions in the estimation process are
explicitly stored in ARIADNE input decks and the output
is given in GND format [8] (As an example, the documentation for experimental 235U PFNS covariances is given in
Ref. [9]). This feature should support guaranteeing the
reproducibility of (evaluated) data – a fundamental principle
of science which is often violated as rarely all input used to
generate evaluated data is readily available for the whole
community. Therefore, ARIADNE could provide input for
the WPEC Subgroup 44 on “Investigation of Covariance
Data in General Purpose Nuclear Data Libraries” [10] on
guidelines how evaluators can document their evaluations.
ARIADNE can be currently used to estimate experimental covariances for PFNS. An extension to estimate
covariances for measured neutron-induced ﬁssion crosssections is in progress. Section 2 shows the input necessary
for estimating the total covariances of PFNS with
ARIADNE, the automatically generated output ﬁles and
how it can be used to estimate covariances between
different experimental datasets and assemble databases
from multiple experimental datasets for evaluation
purposes. The example in Section 3 will illustrates how
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ARIADNE can be used to estimate a total covariance
matrix for one particular dataset. Section 4 summarizes
and provides an outlook to future developments.

2 General Description of ARIADNE
2.1 Input
The ARIADNE input parameters, assumptions and data
can be transparently stored in an IPython or Jupyter
notebook. From this notebook, ARIADNE will be run and
the output plots and data ﬁles will be automatically
generated. These notebooks can be easily exchanged
between evaluators and can be converted to LaTeX or
pdf format and thus facilitate the documentation of the
input assumptions for estimating experimental covariances.
For estimating total covariances for measured PFNS
with ARIADNE, it needs to be speciﬁed whether the data
are “shape”, “shape ratio” or “shape ratio calibration” data.
In a shape measurement, the detector efﬁciency is
determined explicitly, while in a ratio experiment the
detector efﬁciency cancels as the measured ratio data were
measured with the same detector. In a ratio calibration
measurement, the detector efﬁciency is obtained by a
measurement of the monitor PFNS and using a numerical
representation for this measured PFNS. It is important to
specify which measurement type PFNS data belong to as
different uncertainty sources need to be considered for
speciﬁc measurement types and the actual algorithms to
estimate total covariances differ as outlined in Section
III.M of reference [4]. For instance, if a time resolution of
1 ns for a time-of-ﬂight (TOF) length of 1 m is converted to
an uncertainty relative to the PFNS using a Maxwellian
temperature of 1.33 and 1.42 MeV for the investigated and
monitor isotope, the resulting uncertainties are distinctly
different in Figure 1 depending on what data type is used.
The time resolution uncertainty relative to the PFNS
substantially reduces for shape ratio data compared to
shape data while the time resolutions of the investigated
and monitor isotope measurement need to be considered for
shape ratio calibration data leading to increased uncertainties compared to shape data.
The covariance estimation algorithms presented in
Section III.M of reference [4] were implemented in
ARIADNE to estimate total covariances for PFNS
experimental data. The algorithms are summarized in
the Appendix of this paper for the sake of completeness and
to link the ARIADNE input quantities deﬁned below with
the algorithms in reference [4].
The commands to invoke the total covariance estimation
are “PFNS_shape(general_info, data, trsl, tof_length,
maxw_t_iso, unc_iso)”, “PFNS_ratio(general_info, data,
trsl, tof_length, reference, maxw_t_iso, maxw_t_ref,
unc_iso, unc_ref)” and “PFNS_ratiocalibration(general_info, data, trsl, tof_length, reference, maxw_t_iso,
maxw_t_ref, unc_iso, unc_ref)” with the following input
quantities:
general_info: This dictionary contains general information specifying the observable, naming the dataset, the
output ﬁles/folders and some documentation. For the
following keys, values need to be provided:

Fig. 1. The total time resolution uncertainty relative to the
PFNS is compared for shape, shape ratio and shape ratio
calibration data for a time resolution of 1 ns, a TOF length of 1 m
for all measurements and Maxwellian temperatures of 1.33 and
1.42 MeV for the investigated and the monitor isotope,
respectively.

– name: a string naming the experiment,
– isotope: a string specifying the isotope under investigation,
– quantity: for the current class this is the string “PFNS”,
– reaction: a string, either “n,f” for neutron-induced PFNS,
or “sf” for spontaneous ﬁssion,
– output_ﬁle: a string specifying the XML ﬁle name and
path,
– output_folder: a string specifying the path to the folder
where the output plots should be stored,
– documentation: a string including documenting information for the measurement, such as the EXFORentry number, literature references and general comments on the uncertainty estimate and assumptions
made in it.
data: This dictionary contains the data of the dataset
with the following keys:
– no_einc: integer specifying the number of different
incident neutron energies for which data are given,
– einc: ﬂoat array of the length of the data containing the
incident neutron energies,
– einc_unit: string specifying the unit of einc, e.g., “eV”,
– eout: ﬂoat array of the length of the data containing the
outgoing neutron energies,
– eout_unit: string specifying the unit of eout, e.g., “MeV”,
– eout_unc: ﬂoat array of the length of the data containing
uncertainties associated with eout,
– eout_unc_unit: string specifying the unit of eout_unc,
e.g., “%”,
– eout_unc_type: string containing the type of correlations between eout_unc with options described below,
– eout_unc_type_arg: a dictionary containing information necessary to invoke speciﬁc types of eout_unc_type
as speciﬁed below,
– values: ﬂoat array of the data,
– values_unit: string of units of values.
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Currently, ﬁve different pre-deﬁned shapes can be used
to assign correlation matrices for partial uncertainties with
the keys “eout_unc_type” in the dictionaries data and
unc_ref or “type” in the dictionaries unc_iso and unc_ref as
deﬁned in this section. All pre-deﬁned correlation matrices
satisfy mathematical criteria imposed on correlation matrices. Their diagonal entries are one and their off-diagonal
entries assume values between 1 and 1. The matrices are
all symmetric and positive semi-deﬁnite. The value
“Diagonal” returns a correlation matrix with all off-diagonal
entries zero, while for “Positive_fully” all off-diagonal
entries are one. “Constant” results in off-diagonal entries
all assuming the same value within the interval [0,1]. This
value is speciﬁed within the dictionary eout_unc_type_arg
in the dictionaries data and unc_ref or type_arg in the
dictionaries unc_iso and unc_ref with the key “damp_term”. For damp_term, a one-dimensional array of ﬂoats
with length n is provided with each entry corresponding to
the n different partial uncertainties provided. The value
“Gaussian” provides a correlation matrix with shape:
8 2 
 32 9
j
i
>
>
=
<
c Eout  Eout

5 ;
Cori;j ¼ exp 4
>
>
;
: max Eiout ; Ejout
where the constant damping factor c with values between 0
and 1 is deﬁned with the key damp_term in the
dictionaries eout_unc_type_arg or type_arg. In addition
to c, the energies Eout of the PFNS need to be provided with
the keyword “eout” with the same dictionaries. The
correlation matrix “Gaussian-Anticorrelated” is very similar to the one termed Gaussian,
Corai;j ¼ Cori;j Ai;j ðEt Þ;
except for the matrix Ai,j with matrix entries of 1 if the
energies Eiout and E jout are both either larger or smaller than
Et and 1 otherwise. The values of c and Eiout are provided
as described above. In addition, Et is provided with the key
“eout-turningpoint” with the same dictionaries.
trsl: This dictionary contains all information necessary
to estimate uncertainties due to the ﬁnite time resolution
for a PFNS measurement with keys:
– value: a ﬂoat with the time resolution, can be a ﬂoat array
of the same length as the data if multiple time resolutions
are given for one dataset,
– unit: string of unit of value,
– ref_value [only ratio and calibration measurements]: a
ﬂoat with the time resolution of the monitor measurement, can be a ﬂoat array of the same length as data if
multiple time resolutions are given for one dataset,
– ref_unit [only ratio and calibration measurements]:
string of unit for ref_value.
tof_length: This dictionary contains all information
needed to include TOF length uncertainties in a total
PFNS covariance matrix. Even if the TOF length
uncertainty itself is zero, a TOF length needs to be
provided to estimate time resolution uncertainties. The
keys of this dictionary are:
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– value: a ﬂoat with the TOF length of the measurement,
can be a ﬂoat array of the same length as the data if
multiple TOF lengths were used,
– value_unit: string of unit of value,
– unc: ﬂoat of TOF length uncertainty, can be a ﬂoat array
of the same length as the data if multiple TOF length
uncertainties are given,
– unc_unit: string of unit of unc,
– ref_value [only ratio calibration measurements]: a ﬂoat
with the TOF length of the monitor measurement, can be
a ﬂoat array of the same length as data if multiple TOF
lengths are given for one dataset,
– ref_value_unit [only ratio calibration measurements]:
string of unit for ref_value,
– ref_unc [only ratio calibration measurements]: a ﬂoat
with the TOF length uncertainties of the monitor
measurement, can be a ﬂoat array of the same length
as data if multiple TOF length uncertainties are given for
one dataset,
– ref_unc_unit [only ratio calibration measurements]:
string of unit for ref_unc.
maxw_t_iso: This dictionary contains information
on the Maxwellian temperature ﬁtted to the measured
PFNS. This information is necessary to convert TOF
length uncertainties or a time resolution in length units into
uncertainties relative to the PFNS which is an essential
steps towards generating a total PFNS covariance matrix.
The keys are:
– value: a ﬂoat with the Maxwellian temperature ﬁtted to
the measured PFNS, can be a ﬂoat array of the same
length as the data if multiple Maxwellian temperatures
are given. Multiple Maxwellian temperatures are usually
provided for measurements at different einc,
– unit: string of unit of value, e.g., “MeV”.
maxw_t_ref: [only ratio and calibration measurements] A dictionary containing the same information as
maxw_t_iso except for the monitor isotope.
unc_iso: This dictionary contains partial uncertainties for the PFNS measurements as well as information
necessary to estimate their correlation matrices. The keys
are:
– values: a two-dimensional array of ﬂoats with as many
columns n as uncertainty sources given and as many rows
as data points,
– units: string array of length of columns n in values
specifying the unit of each uncertainty source in values.
Entry one corresponds to column one in values, and so on,
– type: string array of length of n in values specifying the
type of correlation matrix for each uncertainty source
described above. Entry one corresponds to column one in
values, and so on,
– type_arg: a dictionary containing information necessary
to invoke speciﬁc types of correlations related to the key
type as speciﬁed above.
unc_ref: [only ratio and calibration measurements] A
dictionary containing all the information given in unc_iso
for the monitor isotope instead of the isotope in questions
as well as the following keys:
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– eout_unc: ﬂoat array of the length of the data containing
the energy uncertainties of the monitor measurement,
– eout_unc_unit: string of unit of eout_unc, e.g., “%”,
– eout_unc_type: string containing the type of correlations between eout_unc with options described above,
– eout_unc_type_arg: a dictionary containing information necessary to invoke speciﬁc types of eout_unc_type
as speciﬁed above.
reference: [only ratio and calibration measurements]
This dictionary contains the information necessary to
specify the monitor isotope, reaction and the nuclear data
which should be used to convert ratio PFNS to PFNS. The
keys are:
– isotope: string specifying the monitor isotope,
– quantity: string specifying the observable measured with
the monitor isotope. This key will have the value “PFNS”
here,
– reaction: a string, either “n,f” for neutron-induced PFNS,
or “sf” for spontaneous ﬁssion,
– identiﬁer: a string identifying the dataset that can be
used. Available datasets are listed in the function
Manage_ReferenceData.py. The data of Mannhart
[11,12] with identiﬁer “Mannhart-Pointwise” were frequently used for establishing a database of 235U PFNS [9].

2.2 Output
ARIADNE automatically produces the following output in
the folder speciﬁed with the variable output_folder:
– an XML output ﬁle with a ﬁlename speciﬁed with the
variable output_ﬁle is provided in GND format [8]. This
ﬁle contains the information provided in the variable
documentation, the incident and outgoing neutron
energy, the total relative uncertainty, the PFNS and
the total correlation matrix. If the original data are given
in ratio to a monitor PFNS, the ratio data are converted
to PFNS data using the nuclear data speciﬁed in
“identiﬁer” for the monitor PFNS;
– the simple text-ﬁle “Partial_Unc.dat” contains incident
neutron energies, outgoing neutron energies, PFNS, total
and all partial uncertainties relative to the PFNS;
– a simple text-ﬁle “TotalCor.dat” containing the correlation matrix associated with the total relative uncertainties in Partial_Unc.dat;
– plots of the PFNS for all incident neutron energies,
partial and total relative uncertainties for all incident
neutron energies, total and partial uncertainty correlation matrices are automatically generated. If the
provided PFNS are ratio or ratio calibration data, also
plots showing the interpolated monitor PFNS compared
to the original ones are provided.
2.3 Covariances between experiments
The estimation of covariances between PFNS of different
experiments uses current ARIADNE capabilities for
estimating PFNS covariances for single experiments. In
the future, a module will be developed that suggest possible

matches leading to correlations between uncertainty
sources of two experiments and the possibility to select a
correlation factor. Right now, covariances between different experiments can be estimated with ARIADNE by
invoking a total covariance estimation procedure ﬁrst for
both measurements in the same IPython-notebook. Then,
correlations between different partial uncertainty sources
of two experiments are estimated by accessing the partial
covariances of each experiment and cross-correlating them
using functions of ARIADNE. A text output ﬁle with the
covariances between those experiments is produced which
can be used as input to assemble an experimental database
for an evaluation.
2.4 Assembling a database as input for evaluations
Two steps need to be performed when assembling a
database of experimental data and covariances for a PFNS
evaluations: As a ﬁrst step, the experimental PFNS have to
be scaled with a constant factor for each experimental
dataset at one incident neutron energy with respect to
either a model curve or general basis function used as the
prior for the evaluation [13] as all PFNS data are treated as
shape data for evaluation purposes. This step ensures that
the x2 between experimental data and the prior mean
values only reﬂects differences in the actual shape and not
due to the scaling of the data. In the second step, the
experimental database is assembled from different datasets
and their associated covariances and cast into a format
readable by evaluation codes used for evaluations of
reference [7].
In ARIADNE, the function “Assemble_Plot_PFNSDatabase (experimental_data, reference_data, output_
folder, {}, perform_tasks)” performs these two steps with
the following input observables:
– experimental_data: a dictionary with the keys
“paths” (providing an array of strings specifying the
XML output ﬁles produced by ARIADNE which should
be included in the database), “Eout_lower” and
“Eout_upper” (one-dimensional arrays of ﬂoats with
lengths of number of datasets speciﬁed in paths providing
the energy range of the data used for scaling. If 0 is given,
the full energy range of the data is used for scaling),
– reference_data: a dictionary with the keys “path”
(string identifying the dataset to which experimental
data are scaled to), “Tmaxw” (a ﬂoat specifying the
temperature of the Maxwellian which is used to plot the
PFNS in ratio to it), “Tmaxwunit” (a string with the unit
of Tmaxw), “Name” (a string used to name the reference
data in the legend of the plots), “Isotope” (a string
identifying the isotope in the ZZZAAA notation),
– output_folder: string with name of the output folder
where data ﬁles and plots should be stored. If none is
given, they will be stored in the src folder of ARIADNE,
– cross_correlations: a dictionary containing the paths
to the cross-correlations. Right now, only an empty
dictionary can be given which leads to the assumption of
0 correlation between experiments. Cross-correlations
are currently added with another sub-program which is
being reworked into Assemble_Plot_PFNSDatabase,
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Fig. 2. An ARIADNE input deck for estimating total covariances for Lestone et al. data is shown.

– perform_tasks: an array of strings specifying which
tasks the program should execute. “Plot_ExperimentalData_vs_Reference” plots experimental data versus
reference data in the folder output_folder. “Write_ScaledData_ToOneFile” writes incident neutron energies, outgoing neutron energies, the scaled experimental
data and relative uncertainties to a text ﬁle named
“DataBase_Single_Rescaled_Experiments.dat” in the
folder output_folder. “Write_DatabaseOutputﬁle”
writes database to the ﬁle “DataBase_ForEvaluation.
dat” into the folder output_folder in a format readable by
an evaluation program used for reference [7] but can be
extended to other formats if needed.

3 Example
As example, it is shown how total covariances for the 235U
PFNS analyzed by Lestone et al. [14,15] are estimated
using ARIADNE . This particular dataset was chosen as
only nine data points are provided leading to a relatively
small XML-output ﬁle which can be easily shown here.
Also, the uncertainty sources listed in the input deck shown
in Figure 2 can be easily aligned with partial uncertainties
given in reference [15] for Lestone et al. PFNS.

Lestone et al. PFNS are shape data and, thus the
ARIADNE function PFNS.shape() is called in the input
deck in Figure 2 with function arguments as described in
Section 2. For instance, it is speciﬁed that Lestone et al.
data are 235U PFNS and a documentation is provided with
references to the literature used for the uncertainty
estimate and assumptions made for the estimation process.
The partial uncertainty sources and their correlation
coefﬁcients are speciﬁed with the dictionary “unc_iso”.
Eight different uncertainty sources are provided as
ARIADNE input following closely reference [15]. For each
partial uncertainty source, a vector of partial uncertainties
and information on the shape (e.g., most of them have
Gaussian shape, except the fully correlated time resolution
uncertainties and diagonal statistical uncertainties). The
dictionary “trsl” contains a zero time resolution as Lestone
et al. provided already time resolution uncertainties
relative to the PFNS which are considered within the
dictionary “unc_iso”. The dictionary trsl must still be
provided, even if the time resolution itself is zero, to remind
the user that such an uncertainty would need to be
accounted for when estimating uncertainties of measured
PFNS. The same reasoning applies why a dictionary
“tof_length” with zero TOF length uncertainty needs to be
provided although this uncertainty is given as partial
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Fig. 3. A plot of Lestone et al. PFNS data with total 1-sigma
uncertainties estimated by ARIADNE using the input deck in
Figure 2 is shown as automatically generated by the program.

Fig. 4. A plot of relative uncertainties given and estimated for
the data of Lestone et al. is shown as automatically generated by
ARIADNE.

uncertainty relative to the PFNS for Lestone et al. data.
ARIADNE was programed that way as most PFNS
measurements provide non-zero time resolution and
TOF length uncertainty values, and by having to make
the deliberate choice that they are zero, it is less likely that
these uncertainty sources are forgotten during the estimation process.
Figures 3–5 show plots automatically produced by
ARIADNE to visualize the estimated covariances. The
PFNS values shown in Figure 3 are given in ratio to a
Maxwellian with a temperature speciﬁed in maxw_t_iso
along with their total 1-sigma uncertainties estimated
using ARIADNE. Figure 4 shows relative uncertainties for
four different—partially combined—uncertainty sources
compared to the total uncertainties and, thus, helps in
roughly identifying the major uncertainty sources of this
measurement. All uncertainty sources for this particular

Fig. 5. A plot of the total correlation matrix estimated for
Lestone et al. PFNS using ARIADNE with the input deck in
Figure 2 is shown as automatically generated by the program.

measurement, including the time resolution and TOF
length uncertainty, are given relative to the PFNS and are
combined into the uncertainties titled “Isotope”. Therefore,
the total uncertainties are the same as the “Isotope”
uncertainties for the case of Lestone et al. PFNS. The total
correlation matrix in Figure 5 is strongly positively
correlated for neighboring energy bins while energy bins
far apart are less strongly correlated. This behavior of the
correlations was expected given that most uncertainty
sources listed in the input deck were assumed to have a
Gaussian type correlation. More plots were produced (e.g.,
PFNS not in ratio to a Maxwellian, PFNS and relative
uncertainties on a logarithmic scale and correlation
matrices for each uncertainty source listed in the legend
of Fig. 4), but are not shown here as they would not add
more information on this dataset. For instance, the
correlation matrix for the uncertainty source termed
“Isotope” within ARIADNE is the same as that one of
Figure 5 given that all uncertainty sources are given
relative to the PFNS for Lestone et al. data.
Apart from the ﬁgures, a GND formatted XML output
ﬁle as shown in Figure 6 is produced. It not only provides
incident and outgoing neutron energies, PFNS, total
relative uncertainties and correlations, but also unambiguously speciﬁes the data as experimental 235U PFNS and
provides a documentation.

4 Summary and future developments
The program ARIADNE to estimate covariances in detail
for neutron experiments was presented. This program was
designed for evaluators to consistently estimate covariances of single datasets, between different experimental
datasets and assemble a database from these estimated
covariances for evaluation purposes.
Right now, ARIADNE was developed to estimate
covariances for PFNS experiments. Currently, no openly
available tool exists speciﬁcally designed for detailed
covariance estimates for experimental PFNS data while
IAEA tools connected to EXFOR exist which help in
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Fig. 6. The GND formatted XML output ﬁle automatically generated by ARIADNE with the input deck of Figure 2 is shown. It
contains a documentation, the incident and outgoing neutron energies, the data, total relative uncertainties and associated
correlations.

estimating covariances for neutron induced cross-sections
[16]. ARIADNE streamlines the detailed uncertainty
estimate – usually a time and labor-intensive procedure –
by providing algorithms for estimating PFNS uncertainties
for typical PFNS measurement types [4], converting data
given as ratio to a monitor PFNS into PFNS data, providing
shapes of typical correlation matrices for partial uncertainties and automatically producing from this information total
covariances, plots and GND formatted XML and plain text
output ﬁles. The program relies on input for partial
uncertainty sources, information on their correlation as
well as important parameters of a PFNS measurement (e.g.,
time resolution, TOF length). Hence, while ARIADNE
facilitates and fastens the uncertainty process, the evaluator
still has to extract and identify uncertainties from EXFOR
entries and the literature of a dataset.
ARIADNE is written in python and its input ﬁles can be
stored as IPython or Jupyter notebooks. These input ﬁles
can be easily exchanged between evaluators and converted
conveniently to LaTeX or pdf format for documentation
purposes. Given the straightforward possibilities to document the experimental database entering an evaluation,

ARIADNE can help in making evaluations more reproducible given that experimental covariances entering evaluations are still rarely documented.
Currently, ARIADNE is being updated to estimate
total covariances for neutron-induced ﬁssion cross-section
data. It is planned that an additional layer is added to
ARIADNE which requests typically uncertainty sources
encountered in PFNS and ﬁssion cross-section measurements as listed in references [4,17]. This additional layer
should help evaluators in identifying missing uncertainty
sources for a particular experiment. A range of typical
uncertainties might be provided to help estimating missing
uncertainties. Also, a function identifying possible crosscorrelations between uncertainty sources of two different
experiments will be developed. Once, these parts are
ﬁnished, steps will be undertaken to release the LANL
ARIADNE code as open source program to the nuclear
data evaluation community.
This work was carried out under the auspices of the NNSA of the
U.S. Department of Energy at LANL under Contract No. DEAC52-06NA25396.
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Appendix. PFNS covariance algorithms
implemented in ARIADNE
The algorithm to estimate total covariances Cov(Nk, Nj)
associated with PFNS values Nk and Nj at lattice points k
and j are described in detail in Section III.M of reference [4]
and are summarized here brieﬂy:


X n;i n;i
Cov N k ; N j
E
t
l
¼
dk dj Corn;i
k;j þ C k;j þ C k;j þ C k;j
N kN j
n
X m;r m;r
ND
þdND
CorND
dk dj Corm;r
k dj
k;j þ
k;j : ð1Þ
m

The PFNS values Nk and Nj are provided as input with the
key “values” in the dictionary “data”. The variable dn;i
k
corresponds to the uncertainties associated with the nth
uncertainty source for the measurement of the isotope in
question (hence superscript i) given relative to the
experimental quantity (e.g., Nk for shape data). In
is provided as input for dictionary
ARIADNE, dn;i
k
“unc_iso” with key “values”. In the current notation,
“units” would be a vector of n strings with “%”. The
n;i
of uncertainty
correlations Corn;i
k;j associated with dk
source n are speciﬁed with the keys “type”
“type_arg”
Pand
m;r
m;r
in dictionary “unc_iso”. The term m dm;r
k dj Cork;j
provides covariances for uncertainty sources of and given
relative to the reference measurement (superscript r). This
term is non-zero for shape ratio and shape ratio calibration
m;r
measurements and dm;r
k and Cork;j are provided as input for
ARIADNE with the dictionary “unc_ref” analogously to
ND
ND
“unc_iso”. The term dND
k dj Cork;j adds nuclear data
covariances associated with the nuclear data used to
convert shape ratio or shape ratio calibration data to PFNS
shape data. This term is zero for shape data. The
information to deﬁne which nuclear data and covariances
ND
ND
should be used for dND
k dj Cork;j is provided in the
dictionary “reference”.
t
l
The relative covariances C E
k;j , C k;j and C k;j for energy,
time resolution and TOF length uncertainties, respectively, for shape data are given by:
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i
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The energy uncertainties dE ik and associated correlations
CorE;i
k;j for the isotope in question are given relative to the
outgoing neutron energy Ek as input via the keys
“eout_unc” (“eout_unc_unit”=“%” in this notation),
“eout_unc_type” and “eout_unc_type_arg” in the dictionary “data”. The outgoing neutron energies Ek are

provided with the same dictionary with the keyword “eout”
and “eout_unit”. The Maxwellian temperature Ti of the
isotope in question is provided with the dictionary
“maxw_t_iso”, while the time resolution Dti is provided
with the keys “value” and “unit” in the dictionary “trsl”. The
TOF length li and its uncertainty Dli are provided within
the dictionary “tof_length” with keys “value”, “value_unit”, “unc” and “unc_unit”. The mass of the neutron mn is
saved as a physical constant in ARIADNE.
t
l
For shape ratio data, C E
k;j , C k;j and C k;j read:
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C k;j ¼
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with the Maxwellian temperature Tr of the reference PFNS
provided with the dictionary “maxw_t_ref”.
For shape ratio calibration data, energy uncertainties,
time resolutions and TOF length uncertainties need to be
provided for the measurement of the isotope in question
t
l
and the reference measurement. Hence, C E
k;j , C k;j and C k;j
are computed by:
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The energy uncertainties dE rk and associated correlations
CorE;r
k;j for the reference isotope are provided relative to the
outgoing neutron energy Ek as input via the keys
“eout_unc” (“eout_unc_unit”=“%” in this notation),
“eout_unc_type” and “eout_unc_type_arg” in the dictionary “unc_ref”. The time resolution of the reference Dtr
is provided with the keys “ref_value” and “ref_unit” in the
dictionary “trsl”, while the TOF length lr and its
uncertainty Dlr of the reference are provided within the
dictionary “tof_length” with keys “ref_value”, “ref_value_unit”, “ref_unc” and “ref_unc_unit”.
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